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Pour compléter les possibilités de son architecture de surveillance et de
diagnostic, EDF développe un système d'intelligence artificielle pour l'aide au
diagnostic des groupes motopompes primaires. Ce projet est réalisé en coopération
avec le constructeur de l'équipement, Jeumont-Industrie. Ce système de diagnostic est,
à terme, destiné à être inclus dans l'architecture intégrée de surveillance PSAD.

Cette note présente l'architecture de ce système et les bases du modèle des
connaissances utilisé. Les principales informations pour le diagnostic sont fournies par
le système de surveillance de la pompe. Le raisonnement de diagnostic est fondé sur la
coopération de deux activités principales: une recherche heuristique parmi des
situations caractéristiques, qui conduit à la formulation d'hypothèses, et une analyse
causale « profonde », qui consiste à remonter des situations identifiées vers des défauts
ou des causes initiales. Cette approche est bien adaptée au raisonnement des experts et
fournit de puissantes possibilités de diagnostic, réduisant les limitations classiques des
systèmes experts ne reposant que sur des connaissances heuristiques.
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Electricité de France has decided to increase the capabilities of its monitoring
and diagnostic architecture with the development of an AI system for reactor coolant
pump diagnostic support This development is carried out with the cooperation of the
equipment constructor Jeumont Schneider Industries. This diagnostic system will
eventually be included in an integrated surveillance architecture.

We present the architecture of the system and the basics of the knowledge
model used. Main data for diagnosis are provided by sensor data issued by the pump
monitoring system. Diagnostic reasoning is based on the cooperation of two main
activities : a heuristic search among typical symptomatic situations that leads to the
formulation of hypotheses and a « deep » causal analysis that consists in backtracking
from identified situations up to initial faults or causes. This approach is well fitted to
field expert reasoning, and provides powerful diagnostic capabilities that help to
overcome conventional limitations of expert systems entirely based on heuristic
knowledge.
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DIAPO, APPLYING ADVANCED AI METHODS
TO DIAGNOSIS OF PWR REACTOR COOLANT PUMP.

Marc PORCHERON, Benoit RICARD

Electricité de France
Research and Development Division, Surveillance and Diagnostic Aid group.
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Introduction

The reactor coolant pump is a major component of the
primary cooling system of a Pressurized Water Reactor
nuclear power plant (Figure 1). The correct behaviour of
the pump is critical for both availability and security and
this is why Electricité de France (EDF- the French
Electricity Generating Board) has decided to increase its
monitoring and diagnostic capabilities with the develop-
ment of an AI system for reactor coolant pump diagnosis
support. This development is carried out with the coop-
eration of the equipment constructor Jeumont Schneider
Industries (JSI). This system, which we call DIAPO, will
eventually be included in an integrated surveillance archi-
tecture called PSAD (for Poste de Surveillance et d'Aide
au Diagnostic) [I].

The overall aim of DIAPO is to provide an expert diag-
nosis of the pump behaviour, and to identify component
failures which have caused any abnormal states.

To elicit a suitable approach to this diagnostic problem, a
preliminary and essential phase of development was

- STEAM
GENERATOR

REACTOR
Figure J: The reactor coolant pump situated in the

primary circuit of a PWR nuclear power plant (Four
primary loops are shown).

devoted to the modelling of domain expert knowledge
[2]. The main goal of this phase was to build up a model
of the expert diagnostic reasoning, as well as supporting
knowledge. Two reasoning levels were eventually iden-
tified in the knowledge model obtained :

(Ll) Experts lookforaninterpreutionof groups
of findings in terms of pre-identified typical situa-
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lions. These hypotheses may deal with the pump
state, and the seventy and the location of the
trouble.

(L2) Experts try to validate these hypotheses
by looking for events which may have brought
about such states. Initial events are typically
component failure modes, the identification of
which concludes the diagnosis.

This result led us to design a diagnostic model which
makes use of both heuristic and "deep" causal knowledge
of faults, à la CHECK [3]. The heuristic level is used to
generate diagnostic hypotheses concerning the severity
of the problem, the pump state, and the location of the
trouble. The causal level enables these hypotheses to be
validated in terms of cause-to-effect relationship, and to
identify the initial causes of the abnormal states suspected
at the heuristic level.

The whole diagnostic process which consists in searching
for initial events that explain the manifestations observed
is thus abductive [4], [5]. This approach appeared to be
well-suited to the problem, compared to other ones based
on a correct behaviour model of the system diagnosed, as
described for example in [6] [7] [8]. As a matter a fact,
such a model appeared hard to obtain for a device as
complex as the reactor coolant pump.

pressure . . . ) . The monitoring system performs a first-
level analysis of these parameters, the results of which are
stored in a data-base in the form of descriptors pointing
out significant variations of sensor data.

These descriptors, together with the data provided by the
user along the diagnosticprocess, are the basic informations
used by DIAPO to undertake a diagnostic task.

A first version of the system has been designed and
implemented on Sun4 and DecSOOO workstations. It is
written with Hog's expert system shell, Smeci. This ver-
sion is able to diagnose thirty initial causes of abnormal
behaviours. Here are some typical instances of such faults

- Shaft crack
- Loosening of pump bearing
- Bad coupling
- Sliding of the flywheel
- Joint faults
- Sensor faults

Figure 2 below displays an overview of the system
architecture.
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Section 1 presents DIAPO architecture. In section 2, we
detail the model of diagnosis and its implementation.
Section 3 is dedicated to conclusions and future devel-
opment plans.

1. System overview

An on-line monitoring system, connected to a series of
various sensors, permanently tends the reactor coolant
pump. The major surveillance parameters of the pump
provided by the instrumentation are the following :

• temperatures.
upper engine part, upper thrust-bearing,
lower thrust-bearing
stator, lower engine part, pump bearing.

• vibrations.
pump housing.

• flows.
seals, injection, thermal barrier.

• position.
shaft shifting.

Besides these parameters, various measurements related
to the primary circuit are also available (nuclear power,

PRIMARY CIRCUIT
INSTRUMENTATION

MONITOKING
SVSTIM

A
MTA
IASE

HJMF SENSOK DATA USER.

DIACNOSlS

Figure 2 : DIAPO architecture.
About thirty monitoring parameters may be used by

DIAPO when performing a diagnosis.
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2. Diagnostic Modal

2.1. Introduction

As we suggested in introduction, the model of expert
diagnostic reasoning implemented in DIAPO involves
the cooperation of two separate main activities and corre-
sponding "levels" of knowledge (Figure 3).

At the heuristic level, the situation recognition task is in
charge to evaluate the trouble severity, identify some
prototypical states of malfunction, and some plausible
locations of the problem. This is performed by recognizing
findings, most of them being established through the
analysis of sensor data provided by the pump monitoring
system.

I DIAGNOSIS

I—SITU,

L-FAUI

(ATION RECOGNITION

FAULT IDENTIFICATION

Figure 3 : Two levels ofreasonning

Conclusions at this point of reasoning are still rather
imprecise and usually expressed in terms of observations
much more than as internal causes.

Once relevant diagnostic hypotheses have been identified
by the heuristic level reasoning task, the role of the causal
level is to identify a set of faults consistent with these
hypotheses.

At this level, diagnostic hypotheses produced by the
heuristic level are seen as states of the pump. The fault
identification task tries to validate them by searching the
failure modes of some components which may be the
original events that caused these abnormal states. It must
be noted that this level also enables the system to account
for consequences of the current state of the pump, of prior
maintenance and plant operation events (which are not
faults, although they may have induced unexpected
manifestations).

The following sections detail the implementation of these
two levels and of their cooperation.

2.2.SKuation recognition.

The situation recognition task is chiefly a heuristic clas-
sification task [9], performed by experimental knowledge
associating findings to pre-existing diagnostic hypoth-
eses.

At this level, diagnostic hypotheses are represented by
hierarchies of prototypical situations. In these hierar-
chies, each situation node is a "refinement" of its fathers
: the findings to be observed in order to recognize it
consist in the union of all the findings characterizing its
fathers, plus its own local manifestations. Figure 4 illus-
trates the general structure of hypotheses hierarchies. It
must be noticed that a node may "inherit" its findings
from parents located in different branches; this allows to
describe a refinement according to different inclusion
paths.

Figure 4: Structure of the hypotheses hierachies at the
heuristic level. Findings required to acknowledge hypothesis

H4 are F4UF2UF1. Findings required to acknowledge
hypothesis HS are F5 UF2V Fl,or FS U F4 UFl.

Three types of hypotheses have been elicited during the
knowledge modelling phase, and are implemented into
separated hierarchies of the form above. These hypotheses
deal with:

• trouble severity.
e.g. "urgent problem".
• pump state.
e.g. "sudden balance change",
• trouble location
e.g. "trouble located in the upper part of the pump".

Figure S below provides with a part of the hierarchy of
hypotheses dealing with the identification of the pump
state.

These situations serve as organizing structures for their
findings. The matching task —i.e. the recognition of a
pre-defined situation as a relevant hypothesis— is per-
formed by the application of knowledge representing
findings which are attached to the situation.

Each hypothesis is described by a set of "descriptors",
each of them encompassing specificrecognitionexpertise.
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Figure S: An extract of the pump state hypothesis
hierarchy.

The hypothesis is considered if at least one of these
descriptors is matched. This enables different recognition
expertises to be attached to an hypothesis, for instance
provided by different experts. Each descriptor consists in
a set of structure encoding findings, together with a
logical formula applying to them. A descriptor is vali-
dated if this logical formula stands. This allows to express
complex symptoms such as :

"There is an abnormal event on the shaft shifting meas-
urement and there is a step on the first harmonic of this
signal and no other harmonic is unstable or...".

Finally, each single finding can be established by differ-
ent ways: firing of rule bases organized into tasks, direct
access to the descriptor data-base, procedural analysis of
some signal provided by a sensor, query to the user.

\ FtOdDUt,
\ SENSOCDA"

FtOCXDUtAL
SENSOKDATA

ANALYSIS

BINDINGS HNDING RECOGNtHON

Figure 6: Hypothesis validation at the heuristic level

(Figure 6).

2.3. Fault Identification.

Fault identification is performed using deep knowledge
of faulty behaviour propagation and manifestations. This
causal fault model is represented by a graph the nodes of
which may represent :

• states of the pump,
• faults,
• events,
• symptoms.

The arcs of the graph represent cause-to-effect relations
between sûtes. More precisely, the following relations
may hold between graph nodes :

• causes
from faults to event or from event to state,

• have as manifestation or may have as mani-
festation
from faults, events or states, to symptoms.

The cause identification task is performed by backtracking
in this graph up to the nodes which represent faults to be
identified (or initial causes which are not faults). Because
of the close relation between causality and temporality, it
must be noticed that this graph can also be used in order
to predict forthcoming failures, by tracking forward until
some faults are reached. This is of great interest in the case
of a predictive maintenance objective [1O].

Figure 1 below highlights the general causal fault model
structure, while Figure 8 provides an example

2.4. Cooperation

The cooperation between the two reasoning levels de-
scribed in the previous sections is achieved by identifying
heuristic state hypotheses and internal states of the causal
fault model. Hypothesis nodes of the heuristic level
hierarchies may be linked to state nodes of the deep level
causal graph. For instance the state node "lower bearing

Miy k m it iBini*»ution
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Figure 7: The causal fault model structure
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Figure 8: an instance of the causal description of a
fault (this figure is given as an illustration of concepts used; it

does not fully reflect actual expert knowledge)

knee joint stuck" part of the causal graph displayed on
Figure 8 is anode of the pump-state hypothesis hierarchy
of the heuristic level.

The cause identification task is performedby backtracking
in the graph from the nodes elicited at the heuristic level.
During this backtrack task, observation of complemen-
tary findings required to validate intervening states may
have to be established, sometimes by returning to the
heuristic level (Figure 9).

3. Conclusions and futur» wofft

A knowledge model for diagnosis of reactor coolant
pumps has been designed and implemented. This model
relies on the cooperation of heuristic symptom observa-
tion for diagnostic hypotheses generation and causal
knowledge for fault identification. This approach re-
vealed itself as fruitful and appears to accurately account
for field expert reasoning. The use of a "deep" causal fault

DEEP CAUSAL LEVEL

Figure 9: a diagnostic scenario.
Findings-l andFindings-12 are successively observed, and

Situation-1 andSituation-12 are thus recognized ; Situation-12 is
characteristic ofState2,from which backtrack in the state graph
is initiated ; during backtrack, State-1 is encountered, and
Findings-Jl are checked in order to validate the corresponding
situation, namely Situation-11. A root of the causal path, namely
Fault D is finally reached

model together with abductive reasoning provides pow-
erful diagnostic capabilities, and goes beyond conven-
tional limitations of so called "first generation" expert
systems, entirely based on heuristic knowledge.

Referring to KADS knowledge types [11] in so far as it
provides a practical taxonomy of knowledge types, it
appears that:

- the "task level" was partially filled with the
identification of the two main diagnosis
activities (and its detail) ;

- corresponding "inference structures" have
been identified (even if we did not put them
down in KADS formalism);

- andofcourse"domain"knowledgehasbeen
analysed, as it is used extensively by infer-
ence structures.

Still following KADS terminology, "strategic" knowl-
edge (and the task level in accordance) has to be improved
in order to define a more precise control of the behaviour
of Diapo. This will include solving issues such as:

• enforcingconsistencybetweenheuristicand
causal reasoning levels,

- setting up control of switches between rea-
soning levels, and of tasks ordering inside
the heuristic level,

- taking into account time information

Upon results provided by this first version of Diapo, a
cooperation with equipment constructor Jeumont-
Schneider Industry was set up in 1992. This cooperation
involves new experts who bring different points of view
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and background knowledge. Therefore, this should en-
able Diapo to include a wider expertise and provide
knowledge engineers with a richer base for elicitation of
the reasoning model.
A more complete model and a new version of the
knowledge base are therefore expected to be designed in
1993 within this joint project.
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